
Facing new realities in hybrid 
warfare: Strategies for counteracting 
propaganda 

Ukrainian perspective



‘For the first time in a long time Russia 
has turned its tactical approach in 
strategic culture (tactical discrimination 
with minimal strategic planning and no 
forecast of the long-term consequences 
of its actions) into a true strategic 
benefit (Russia’s de-facto global goal is 
‘global anarchy’, which the Russian 
leadership considers to be the ideal 
status for the world geopolitical space)’Volodymyr Horbulin, Director of the 

National Institute for Strategic 
Studies
‘Hybrid war, everything just begins’ 
(2016). www.ZN.UA. 

IE ASSESMENT



“Non-military components shall 
exceed military components by a 
factor of four, and that the influence of 
information now cuts across all stages 
of warfare.”

“…an ‘asymmetric’ approach, 
simultaneously taking place in both 
‘material and informational space’, as 
well as for a general command for all 
efforts in a unified informational 
space.”

Gen. Gerasimov, V. (2013). 
Importance of science is in foresight.
Military and industrial courier. 
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• Main aim of Russia - to de-articulate the West and in a establish 
manageable disorder

• Russian approach includes war as a normal tool of political influence 
mix

• Russian approach to war includes ¾ of informational component and 
only ¼ of physical intervention. Such informational component is 
developed not as an attempt to avoid physical actions, but as an organic 
part of it.
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“Shall we summarize all time, money and
efforts of KGB targeted above USSR
borders, we will see that they spent just
10-15% for espionage. The rest is paid to
ideological sabotage which mainly is
made by means do not contradict to the
laws of free states and could be
observed only if you spend some time,
efforts and intensity to see it.”

Yuri Bezmenov (1939 – 1993) 
journalist for RIA Novosti and a 
former PGU KGB

SUBVERSION PROCESS



SUBVERSION PROCESS 
(ideological sabotage)



CHALLANGES

If informational operations are part of warfare, what changes shall be 
implemented in the concepts of western approach to war and 
collective defence, as well as to army capabilities. What about NATO 
collective defence? 

If informational warfare includes offence of cultural, political, 
values and all other aspects of social life of the state and it is 
the biggest part of offensive aggressive actions of enemy’s 
army, shall our armies be responsible for defending all this 
spheres? And won’t it be a threat to democracy? 

How to place new legal framework for international and domestic context, 
which will allow counter-acting such offensive actions in informational 
environment? What shall we do with international platforms and norms 
built on old rules which does not allow to prevent and even properly react 
on aggression (ex. UN SC veto)?

How to balance inevitable increasing of state control (due to monopoly 
at force) with democratic developments? What alternative models can 
be tested to avoid such risks?

How to re-invent the European values and give them new life 
in situation of decreasing trust among all key players (citizens, 
state, civil society, media)? 



Protection from destructive propaganda, security from informational and 
psychological effects 

Development of the governmental strategic communications system 

Development of spiritual and cultural values 

Development of media literacy and media environment (self-regulated mechanisms) 

Development of the information society 

Support of national content development

Development of public television and community broadcasting 

UKRAINE’S PRIORITIES



UKRAINE’S APPROACH

To unite efforts for new framework development 
and approbation to create “information security 
belt”


